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AquaStretch Position Hold Tips 

One Leg 
Standing 

Client stands parallel 
to the wall, holding 
with 2 hands. Foot is 
placed parallel to the 
wall. Start on the 
good side, weight on 
the closest leg to the 
wall. Client gives 
uninjured leg to 
therapist. 

Therapist holds the foot 
with thumb along lateral 
border along line of 5th 
metatarsal. Hand wraps 
around dorsal surface of 
the foot, grips arch and 
moves foot into slight 
plantar flexion and 
inversion. 

Therapist takes leg to full 
extension and waits momentarily 
for the stretch reflex to initiate 
movement. As the leg starts to 
swing round therapist will turn 
the foot from prone to supine 
around the point when the hip 
turns from external to internal 
rotation. 

Hip Fulcrum on 
right side 

With client’s leg to 
the back, move their 
knee into flexion 
holding the foot and 
front of knee, create 
circles using hip as a 
fulcrum.  

Therapist waits until the 
client understands the 
movement needed. Move 
the hand that is holding 
the foot onto the glutes 
and lateral hip area, 
searching with the fingers 
for any knots or adhesions. 

Keep transitions smooth as 
possible. AquaStretch is all about 
traction, remember to initiate 
the stretch with every move. 
Move treating hand into glutes 
feel for adhesions. 
 
Repeat both standing moves on 
both sides. 

Lean Forward Client stands in a wide 
squat hands on 
poolside, slight lean 
as in semi press up 
position. Maintain 
good posture.  
 

Therapist stands behind 
the client Hands on their 
PSIS thumbs on the 
sacroiliac joints. 

Do not allow the client to bend 
knees. Keep the feet flat on the 
floor and bottom back. Therapist 
encourages client to move with 
them and completes a figure 
eight action. Therapist then uses 
one hand to anchor and the 
other to enhance the rotations 
on one side, with a slight push 
pull action. The therapist then 
swops hands.  
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Self AquaStretch Position Tips 

One leg standing 
with noodle 

Stand parallel to the wall, place a noodle 
under the ankle of the leg furthest from 
the wall (foot facing up). Hold wall with 2 
hands. Slowly move the leg around from 
front to back ensuring that as the leg 
goes past the half way point it should be 
turned so the foot faces down, move leg 
to the rear as far as possible. When this 
does not feel like stretching any longer 
you can bend the knee to the back to 
increase the stretch on the hip flexor. 

Do not allow the body 
to go into pain, 
discomfort is fine but 
not pain. Keep the hip 
within your maximum 
ranges of movement. 
You want to feel a 
stretch but not an 
injury.   

Hip Fulcrum Standing as above but bend the knee 
with heel behind you keep noodle on or 
near the ankle. Using the hip as a 
fulcrum circle the bent leg. Feeling for 
mobility in the hip.  

 

Back and side 
stretch 

Holding each side of a corner or the rail 
lying supine, place the noodle under the 
ankles, gently sway legs side to side, lift 
the hips and reverse towards the wall. 
Push your bottom down into the pool 
Feel the stretch in the back and sides. 

Ensure your shoulders 
are not elevated or you 
are hanging from your 
shoulders, if possible 
allow the shoulders to 
be under the water and 
hold with your fingers. 
Rest whenever needed.  

Front of body 
stretch 

Holding the rail place the noodle under 
ankles, lying prone gently sway the legs 
from side to side, allow the body to melt 
into the water. 

Do not continue if bad 
pain is felt in the back. 
Open the hip flexors 
and chest with this 
move. 
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Class format 
Fascial workout incorporating fascial lines. 
 

Diagonal sweeps across body abduction/adduction Slow and rhythmical. Lateral 
abduction/adduction, posterior arm line 
opening 

Cross body sweeps to open and posterior reach 
Start diagonally across the body and sweep hand out as 
far as possible with palms up 

Lateral abduction/adduction, anterior arm line 
opening 

Diagonal sweeps to opposite thigh, thumb leads move 
in both directions 

Spiral line opening 

Tap back, heels down Front line opening 

Right leg back, right arm rotational opener Spiral line and superficial front line  

Right leg back front & back figure eight arm Superficial front and back line open with arm 
line and joint mobilization 

Right leg back weight transfer front to back, reach 
forwards both arms, open arms lean back, keep neck 
neutral 

Weight transfer front to back leg as arms open 
and close. Superficial and functional front & 
back lines,  and arm line 

Circle cycle 
Arms at water surface, cycle the right leg 

Smooth rhythmical movement. 
Functional front & back lines and arm lines 

Posterior alternating leg lift, Abs controlled, 
Alternating arms to surface of pool with loose wrists 

Strengthening for gluteals opening of 
superficial & functional front line 

Left leg back, left arm rotational opener Spiral line and superficial front line  

Left leg back front & back figure eight arm Superficial front and back line open with arm 
line and joint mobilization 

Left leg back weight transfer front to back, reach 
forwards both arms, open arms lean back, keep neck 
neutral 

Weight transfer front to back leg as arms open 
and close. Superficial and functional front & 
back lines,  and arm line 

Circle cycle 
Arms at water surface, cycle the left leg 

Smooth rhythmical movement. 
Functional front & back lines and arm lines 

Wide leg half turn,  
turn right feet externally rotated in wide jax position, 
arms palm up and wide, scapula squeezed, turn to 
center feet and fingers face forwards, turn wide left all 
movement as above 

Functional front line opener, lateral line 
stability 

Narrow stance, narrow arm lifts centre, right & left 
Reach as far forwards as possible palms down & stick 
bottom out as far back as possible, return to stand with 
palms facing forwards scapula squeeze. Sweep & reach 
right return to stand, centre return to stand & left 
return to stand, repeaters. 

Stability, strength & length from these moves. 
All lines are worked in these moves  

Wide stance squat leg lift& arm circle 
Squat down, stand & lift alternating leg, sweep arms 
&round back 

Posterior arm opener & back line opener 

Alternating leg lift with foot flexed 
Hold right leg straight & dorsi/planter flex foot 
Repeat on left 

Back line opener, front line strength sciatic 
nerve flossing 
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Half Gait 
Left leg planted, right leg steps forwards foot down & 
back foot down, left ankle flexes & extends 

Ankle mobility 

Single leg swing 
Swing right leg through front to back 

Hip joint mobility 

Ankle mobility 

Step in front 90⁰ step to side parallel, step behind 90⁰ 

Left ankle mobility 

Side step & sweep 
Wide step drag other leg, weight shift 

Lateral line lengthen & strengthen 

Side sweep & step behind foot at 90⁰ 

Side step right foot behind right arm sweeps 

forwards across the body  

Spiral line opener, spinal rotational opening 

Side step knee lift 
Alternating side step sweep knee in & up to 90/90 
flexion. Both hands touch to side of knee 

Lateral line length & strength 

Half Gait 
Left leg planted, right leg steps forwards foot down & 
back foot down, left ankle flexes & extends 

Ankle mobility 

Single leg swing 
Swing right leg through front to back 

Hip joint mobility 

Ankle mobility 

Step in front 90⁰ step to side parallel, step behind 90⁰ 

Left ankle mobility 

Right side single leg lift, garden gate 
Hip & knee flexed, lateral leg abduction/adduction 

Lateral line stability 

Diagonal kick across the body, external hip rotation 
Alternation low kicks 

Lateral & spiral line 

Left side single leg lift, garden gate 
Hip & knee flexed, lateral leg abduction/adduction 

Lateral line stability 

Alternating tap back into leg lift  

Right leg extended, arm sweeps 
Sweep arms with soft wrists & hands to allow for 
mobilization & destabilization of legs, sweep arms from 
thigh to water’s surface. 
Change arms to thumbs leading move into shoulder 
external rotation and little finger leading move 
backwards to shoulder internal rotation 

Stability, mobility, strength & lengthening 

Raise & lower right leg 
Abs drawn in to stabilize lumber spine. 

Gluteal strength, Functional line lengthen & 
superficial line strengthen 

Right leg tap & lift around  semi-circle 
Return leg to standing then raise & lower half around 
the clock face. 

Stability, hip mobility 

Repeat left side  

Elastic recoil section.  
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